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MAIN EVENTS

8 Cooperstown:
The Hometown of Baseball
Cooperstown, NY, took its first swing at baseball in 1839. It was
destined to become the hub of hardball. Doubleday Field, born in
1919, has undergone some remarkable changes over the last 60
years as Grounds Superintendent Joseph Harris can attest. Relive
the chronology of maintaining the diamonds of America’s
Favorite Pastime through the optics of Harris and his predecessors.

14 Troy Memorial Stadium
Gets a Lot of Help From Its Friends
Community spirit soared in Troy, OH, as the town of 20,000 raised
more than $1 million in private funds to renovate its 45-year-old
Troy Memorial Stadium. Soon, football and soccer players will
compete on a larger regraded field, replete with a new irrigation
and drainage system, new turf and all of the other amenities that
accomplish this inspirational upgrade.

24 Product Source Book
Your one-stop buyer’s guide to sports turf products and services.
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On The Cover:
Ken Griffey, Jr. hits one at Doubleday Field in
Cooperstown, NY, during the 1994 Hall of Fame Game.
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